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How many times has fear held you back from living a fulfilling life?
No matter how small or big that fear is, you just want to be brave
enough to face it. You might have felt overwhelmed, frustrated,
angry, powerless.

Speaking to others about what scares you the most can make you
feel vulnerable. Not everyone is emotionally ready to open up and
have a conversation about their deepest fears.

I know how it is not to be able to enjoy life because of fear. I can
tell you for sure that I would never want to feel that way again.

The toughest part was when these fears were piling for a long time
and the more I ignored them, the more they magnified. 

I sought solace in my Tarot Cards. Sometimes I would draw a
couple of cards. Some other times, I would just hold a card in my
hands and ask for their guidance. 

As I developed a deeper connection with my cards, I felt
comfortable enough to write my fears down in my journals. It
was time to face them and overcome them.



Throughout the years, I wrote different mantras to empower
myself during difficult times while working with my Tarot Cards.

In this e-book, you will find the mantras I have collected from my
journals while working with the Major Arcana cards. 

They are powerful because their influence is long-term and they
tend to signify big events in our lives. Therefore, they are perfect
to work with when you want to transform negative situations into
positive ones.

You can use them during your meditation, while writing in your
own journal, during shadow work, and so on. Be creative!

My hope is that these mantras will be that torch in the dark
moments to help you find your own light.

 



The unknown does not scare me anymore.

I am ready to take a leap of faith.



Being afraid of not being good 
enough belongs in the past.

I have the power to manifest the life I want.



I am no longer afraid of 
trusting my inner voice.

I am confident that my intuition is right .



I am not scared anymore of 
embracing my feminine side. 

I am the manifestation of 
abundance, beauty, and nurture.



Expressing my masculine 
side does no longer scare me. 

I am confident that I am a good leader.



Being afraid of guiding 
others belongs in the past. 

I am confident that I am a good teacher.



I am not afraid of love anymore. 

I am ready to love and be loved.



I am no longer afraid of carving my own path. 

 I am leading my life to the right direction.



I am not afraid of being powerless anymore.

 I can confidently rely on my inner strength.



Being scared of solitude belongs in the past.

 I treasure the moments I am all by myself.



I am no longer afraid of being 
negatively affected by karma.

 I hold the power in my 
hands to shape my future.



Being afraid of speaking 
my truth belongs in the past.

I am proud of my integrity and truthfulness.



I am no longer afraid to 
take a break when I have to.

I am ready to take a step 
back to focus on myself.



Being afraid of change belongs in the past.

I am proud of  myself for ending 
what does not serve me anymore.



I am not scared of bringing 
different ideas together anymore.

I successfully make different 
projects work for my highest good.



I am no longer afraid of my dark side.

I am proud of embracing my shadow self.



Being afraid of unexpected 
situations belongs in the past.

I am confident that I use 
unpredictable events to my advantage.



I am no longer afraid of  being hopeless.

I am confident that I can see the 
light even in the darkest situations.



I am not scared of my 
psychic abilities anymore.

I successfully embody and 
express my mystical powers.



Being afraid of connecting to 
my inner child belongs in the past.

I am proud of healing my inner child.



I am no longer afraid of changing my life  .

I am proud of successfully making the
necessarily changes for my highest good.



I am not scared of accepting 
that I have completed a cycle .

I am confident that I have learned
a life lesson and I am ready to move on.



Hello beautiful! 

My name is Luna and I am a Past
Life Tarot Reader. I will assist you
to resolve the core of your
karmic debt. 

By identifying which pattern
from your past lives is constantly
repeating from one lifetime to
the next, I will guide you on how
to properly work with that
pattern in order to overcome it.
 
Being able to work with tough
emotional blockages and karmic
debt on a personal level, I have
successfully witnessed my life
change with the aid of Tarot
Cards and Past Life Regression. 

Luna Dawn

My aspiration is to help you overcome your karmic debt, achieve
your highest potential, and fulfill your soul's purpose by fully
utilizing your soul's gifts. 



https://lunadawn.wixsite.com/pastlifetarotreading

www.facebook.com/lunadawn.pastlifetarot

lunadawnpastlifetarot@yahoo.com

https://www.facebook.com/lunadawn.pastlifetarot/

